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Abstract
Two main problems face the construction of noncommutative actions for gravity
with star products: the complex metric and nding an invariant measure. The
only gauge groups that could be used with star products are the unitary groups.
I propose an invariant gravitational action in D = 2n dimensions based on the
constrained gauge group U(2n) broken down to U(2n−1) for n > 2. When
n = 2 the gauge group U(4) is broken to U(2) U(2). No metric is used, thus
giving a naturally invariant measure. For odd dimensions, D = 2n+1, the only
possible gravitational actions that can be constructed in this formalism are of
the Chern-Simons type based on the group U(2n) and are therefore topological.
These actions can be easily generalized to the noncommutative case by replacing




In noncommutative eld theory based on the Moyal star product [1],[2] the
only gauge theories that can be used are based on the unitary algebras. The
Einstein-Hilbert action can be constructed either by insuring dieomorphism
invariance or local Lorentz invariance [3],[4]. This program faces many dicul-
ties when ordinary products are replaced with star products. The rst diculty
one encounters when building a dieomorphism invariant action is that the star
product dened with constant parameters θµν has to be generalized to become
functions of the coordinates xµ. Although this step could be done by following
the prescription of Kontsevich [5],[6], it is not an easy matter to dene the gener-
alization of Riemannian geometry . Noncommutative Riemannian geometry has
been developed for noncommutative spaces based on the spectral triple [7],[8]
but modications are needed for this to apply to noncommutative spaces with
star products. There is, however, some recent progress on such formulation [9].
One must also nd an invariant measure. The approach based on gauging the
Lorentz algebra also have problems, mainly that the metric becomes complex,
and the antisymmetric part of the metric may have non-physical propagating
modes [10]. Finding an invariant measure is also problematic in this approach.
One way to avoid the problem of nding an invariant measure is to require the
action to be an invariant D-form in a D-dimensional space [11],[12]. Experience
with building gauge invariant actions which are also D-forms in a D-dimensional
space tells us that these actions are usually topological, and therefore cannot
describe gravity in dimensions of four or higher [13]. This is usually avoided
by imposing constraints on some components of the gauge eld strength which
is equivalent to a torsion free metric theory [14]. Constraints insure that the
action, although metric independent, is not topological. The metric is then
identied with some components of the gauge elds. Such constraints usually
break the gauge group into a subgroup. In the noncommutative eld theoretic
approach to gravity this approach works after the constraints are imposed, pro-
vided that both the gauge group and the remaining subgroup are of the unitary
type. There is a formulation of noncommutative gauge theories where the gauge
group could also be of the orthogonal or symplectic type, but it turned out that
there are problems associated with this formulation [15],[16],[17].There is an
alternative interpretation in the case where the constraints could be solved for
some of the gauge elds in terms of the others. In this case one can insist on
preserving gauge invariance while changing the gauge transformations of those
gauge elds that are now dependent, in such a way as to preserve the constraints
[14].
2 Invariant constrained gravitational actions in
D=2n
To make things concrete we will rst deal with the four-dimensional case and
later generalize this approach to higher dimensions. The lower dimensions of two
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and three have already been worked out [18],[19],[20]. In four-dimensions the
smallest unitary group that contains both the spin-connection and the vierbein
which spans the group SO(1, 4) or SO(2, 3) is U(2, 2) or U(1, 3). For simplicity
we will consider the group U(2, 2). The constraints should keep the SO(1, 3)
subgroup invariant. The appropriate subgroup is U(1, 1)U(1, 1). To be precise
we dene the U(2, 2) algebra as the set of 4 4 matrices M satisfying [21]
gyΓ4g = Γ4,
where the 4  4 gamma matrices Γa, a = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the basis of a Cliord
algebra
fΓa, Γbg = 2δab,
and where we have adopted the notation Γ4 = iΓ0 and x4 = ix0. The gauge
elds Aµ satisfy
Ayµ = −Γ4AµΓ4















Γ5 = Γ1Γ2Γ3Γ4, Γab =
1
2
(ΓaΓb − ΓbΓa) .
Let
D = d + A,
D2 = F = (dA + A2),
so that F transforms covariantly F g = g−1Fg. Decomposing the eld strength
in terms of the Cliord algebra generators










where F = 12Fµνdx
µ ^ dxν , then the components are given by
F 1µν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ,
F 5µν = ∂µbν − ∂νbµ + 2eaµfνa − 2eaνfµa,
F aµν = ∂µe
a
ν − ∂νeaµ + ωabµ eνb − ωabν eµb + 2faµbν − 2faν bµ,
F a5µν = ∂µf
a
ν − ∂νfaµ + ωabµ fνb − ωabν fµb + 2eaµbν − 2eaνbµ,










ν − faµf bν
− µ ! ν,
2
The constraints
F aµν = 0, F
a5
µν = 0,
break the gauge group U(2, 2) to U(1, 1) U(1, 1) with generators
(1 Γ5) f1, Γabg
There are 48 constraints and 60 elds. One can solve the above constraints to








ν − ∂νea+µ + ωaµ beb+ν − ωaν beb+µ + 2ea+µ bν − 2ea+ν bµ = 0
∂µe
a−
ν − ∂νea−µ + ωaµ beb−ν − ωaµνbeb−µ − 2ea−µ bν + 2ea−ν bµ = 0








and these can be taken
as relations among ea+µ ,e
a−




µ, bµ = 0,






into the second set of constraint equations, we get 24 constraints on the 36 elds
ea+µ ,ea−µ and bµ. A generic solution will have 12 independent elds as compared
with the 16 elds required by the metric theory. Four of these 24 constraints
are redundant for the special case given above.





Tr (Γ5F ^ F )
where F = Fµνdxµ^dxν . Notice that Γ5 commutes with the generators f1, Γ5, Γabg
of U(1, 1)  U(1, 1) thus insuring the invariance of the action. This action is
metric independent, and one expects the space-time metric to be generated from
the gauge elds eaµ and f
a











1− α2 eaµebν (Rcdρσ + 8 (1− α2 ecρedσ
There are three possibilities jαj < 1, jαj = 1 and jαj > 1. The case jαj = 1 gives
only the Gauss-Bonnet term and is topological. The cases with jαj < 1 and
jαj > 1 give also the scalar curvature and cosmological constants with opposite
signs. The abelian gauge eld aµ decouples. This theory is dierent from the
usual gauge formulations in that it has more vacua, and it allows for solutions
with arbitrary cosmological constant. We could have restricted ourselves to
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SU(2, 2) instead of U(2, 2) as the gauge eld aµ decouples, but we did not do
so because such a choice is not allowed in the noncommutative case.
At this point one may ask whether this approach can be generalized to
higher dimensions. It turns out that one can obtain similar results in higher
even dimensions, although dimension 4 is special. In even dimensions D = 2n
the dimensions of the Dirac gamma matrices is 2n  2n and they span the
algebra U(2n) (we are ignoring that we have one noncompact time dimension
as this can be easily dealt with by modifying the hermiticity condition with
respect to the coordinate xD = it as we did in the four-dimensional case).
Conditions on the gauge eld strength must be imposed to break the gauge group
U(2n)! U(2n−1). For n  3, U(2n−1) will always include SO(2n) insuring that
local Lorentz invariance is preserved. To see this concretely we consider the case
D = 6. The algebra U(8) is spanned by the generators
OI = f1, ΓA, ΓAB, ΓABC , Γ7, ΓAΓ7, ΓABΓ7g ,
where Γ7 = Γ1   Γ6 and ΓA1Ap = 1p!
P
P
(−1)P ΓA1   ΓAp . We write the gauge


















where AABCµ =  13! ABCDEF AµDEF . One imposes the constraints
FAµν = 0, F
ABC
µν = 0,
breaking the gauge group down to U(2n−1)  U(2n−1). This can be further
reduced to U(2n−1) by imposing the chirality constraints
ωAB+µ = ωAB−µ ,








Tr (Γ7F ^ F ^ F ) .
Again Γ7 commutes with the generators f1, Γ7, ΓAB, Γ7ΓABg implying that this
action is invariant under U(2n−1)U(2n−1). This is further reduced to U(2n−1)
by imposing the chirality constraints.
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This procedure can be generalized without any diculty to all even dimen-
sions, and can be carried out in detail for the dimensions D = 8 and D = 10.




Tr (Γ2n+1F ^    ^ F ) ,
with the wedge product taken n-times.
3 Odd dimensional Chern-Simons gravitational
actions
The situation changes for odd dimensions. In D = 2n + 1 the representation of
the Dirac gamma matrices is the same as that in D = 2n and these span the
algebra U(2n). One would like to preserve the gauge elds including the spin-
connection of the gauge group SO(2n + 1) with generators Γabbut constraining
the eld strengths corresponding to the (2n + 1)-bein. With the requirement
that unitary groups are broken only to unitary groups for the construction to
be generalizable to the noncommutative case, one nds that U(2n) cannot be
broken. In other words, the gauge group in D = 2n must be broken to U(2n)
while for odd dimensions D = 2n + 1 the gauge group must be U(2n). The
only gauge invariant actions in odd-dimensions are then of the Chern-Simons
form. There is an exception for D = 3 where the gauge group must be taken as
U(2) U(2) instead of U(2) to account for both spin-connection and vielbein.
Therefore in odd dimensions this approach yields only topological gravitational
actions and the metric does not propagate [24],[25]. A dierent formalism must
be found in the odd-dimensional case for D > 3 to have a propagating metric.
One notices the following pattern. The gauge groups for D = 2n and D = 2n+1
are the same and are given by U(2n). Constraints break this symmetry in
D = 2n to U(2n−1) which is the gauge group for D = 2n − 1. The situation
with D = 4 and D = 3 is special but follows the same pattern. The gauge group
U(22) in D = 4 is broken to U(2)U(2) which is the gauge group of the Chern-
Simons action in D = 3. The Chern-Simons action based on the U(2n) groups
have many more elds than the ones based on the SO(2n+2), which was shown
to yield topological gravitational terms [25],[26]. It is, however, comparable to
the supersymmetric Chern-Simons actions based on the graded Lie algebras of
the form OSP (2n, 1) in D = 2n+1. To be explicit the gauge elds in D = 2n+1




Aa1apµ Γa1ap , a = 1,    (2n + 1).
The Chern-Simons action is then given by













The gravitational terms are obtained by identifying Aaµ with the vielbein e
a
µ and
Aabµ with the spin-connection ωabµ . It is not clear whether it is possible to break
the topological phase into the dynamical phase and how to make the metric gµν
dynamical.
4 Noncommutative invariant actions in D=2n
We are now ready to deal with formulating an action for gravity which is in-
variant under the star product. One of the main diculties we mentioned in
previous work is that the metric dened by [10]
gµν = eaµ  eνa
is complex and one has to obtain the correct action for the non-symmetric part
(or the complex part) of the metric [27],[28]. The other problem is related to
nding an invariant measure with respect to the star product [29]. Both of
these problems could be solved by adopting the formalism developed in the
previous sections. Gauge invariance with constraints eliminates some of the
superfluous degrees of freedom. The constraints also make it possible to have
non-topological actions with the advantage of not introducing a metric. The
vielbeins are always gauge elds corresponding to the broken generators. The
action being a 2n form in D = 2n dimensions is automatically invariant under
the star product. An important requirement is to have this invariance gen-
eralized to include dieomorphisms. This can be guaranteed by adopting the
generalization of the star product as dened by Kontsevich. We describe briefly
the necessary modications. Under dieomorphisms the θµν in the commutator
[xµ, xν ] = iθµν becomes a function of x and one has to generalize the denition
of the star product [5],[6],








θµκθνλ∂µ∂νf∂κ∂λg +    ,
according to the following prescription








αabαcd∂a∂cf∂b∂dg +    ,
where the new coordinates are za = za (xµ) and





Therefore the star product transforms according to
 ! 0,
f 0 ! Df
f 0 0 g0 = D (D−1f 0 D−1g0 ,


















+    .
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With this generalization the action we propose is also invariant under dieo-
morphisms.
For illustration, we shall treat the four dimensional case in detail. The gauge
elds transform according to
eAg = eg−1  eA  eg + eg−1  deg,
where eg satises
eg−1  eg = 1, egy  Γ4  eg = Γ4,
and the gauge eld strength is
eF = (d eA + eA  eA),
where
eA = eAµdxµ, eF = eFµνdxµ ^ dxν ,
and the coordinates xµ satisfy
[xµ, xν ] = iθµν , [∂µ, ∂ν ] = 0, dxµ ^ dxν = −dxν ^ dxµ,
which insures that d2 = 0. We use the property




 eAIµ s eAJν [TI , TJ ] + eAIµ a eAJν fTI , TJg dxµ ^ dxν ,
where we have dened both the symmetric and antisymmetric star products by

















and TI are the Lie algebra generators. Notice that both commutators and anti-
commutators appear in the products, making it necessary to consider only the
unitary groups. The advantage in using the Dirac matrix representation is that
all the generators corresponding to an even number of gamma matrices form the
subgroup U(2n−1)  U(2n−1) of U(2n) while the generators corresponding to
an odd number of gamma matrices belong to the coset space U(2
n)
U(2n−1)U(2n−1) .
Therefore one can constrain the eld strengths corresponding to the generators
with an odd number of gamma matrices to zero thus breaking the symmetry.
It is more dicult to solve the constraints in the noncommutative case. The
Seiberg-Witten map of the noncommutative gauge elds to the commutative
ones is known only when no constraints are imposed. The Seiberg-Witten map
is dened by the relation [30]
eg−1  eA(A)  eg + eg−1  deg = eA(g−1Ag + g−1dg),
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and whose solution is equivalent to [2]
δ eAµ (θ) = − i4δθνρ
n eAν , ∂ρ eAµ + eFρµo ,
δeλ (θ) = i
4
δθνρ f∂νλ, Aρg ,
where we have dened eg = eieλ and g = eiλ. These transformations do not
preserve the constraints. To make these transformations compatible with the
constraints one can follow the same procedure as in the commutative case. This
is done by rst solving the constraints and determining the dependent elds in
terms of the independent ones and then modifying the transformations of these
dependent elds in such a way as to preserve the constraints.
The constraints are always given by
eFµν (Γa1ap = 0, 1  p = odd  n,






ΓD+1 eF  eF      eF ,
where we take the product of eF, n times. Notice that we can write eF = eFµνdxµ^
dxν and eF  eF      eF = eFµ1µ2  eFµ3µ4      eFµ2n−1µ2ndxµ1 ^dxµ2 ^dxµ3 ^dxµ4
^    ^ dxµ2n−1dxµ2n . We shall work out the four-dimensional action in detail.
The gauge elds eAµ are decomposed as in the commutative case. The eld
strengths are given by
eFµν (1) = i (∂µeaν − ∂νeaµ)
+ 2

−eaµ a eaν +ebµ a ebν + eaµ a eνa − efaµ a efνa − 14eωabµ a eωυab

,
eFµν (Γ5) = ∂µebν − ∂νebµ + 2 eaµ s efνa − efaµ s eνa
+ 2


















for the generators with an even number of gamma matrices, and by
eFµν (Γa) = ∂µeaν − ∂νeaµ + eωacµ s eνc + ecµ s eω aνc
− 2





 ef bµ a eωcdν + eωcdµ a ef bν ,
eFµν (ΓaΓ5) = ∂µ efaν − ∂ν efaµ + eωacµ s efνc + ef cµ s eω aνc
− 2





(ebµ a eωcdν + eωcdµ a ebν ,



















2 eF 1µν s eF 5ρσ + abcd eF abµν s eF cdρσ .
Notice that only the symmetric star product appears and the corrections to the
commutative action are of even powers of θ. This is to be expected because the
hermiticity of the action implies that the odd powers of θ which appear with a
factor of i must vanish. As in the commutative case, the constraints
eF aµν = 0,eF a5µν = 0,
have to be solved for eωabµ , ea−µ and ebµin terms of ea+µ .
One can expand this action prerturbatively in powers of θ. This can be done
by using the Seiberg-Witten map for eaµ . For eωabµ the situation is more compli-
cated as one must rst solve the constraints. Because of the noncommutativity
these constraints could not be solved exactly, but can be determined in a θ
power expansion. Once these straightforward but tedious steps are carried out,
it will become possible to determine the noncommutative action to order θ2 and
study the eects on renormalizability of the system.
5 Conclusions
We have proposed gravitational actions valid for both commutative and non-
commutative eld theories in even dimensions. These actions diers from the
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familiar gravitational action in that they allows for other vacua besides that
of the metric theory. The noncommutativity is obtained by replacing ordinary
products with star products. These actions are both gauge invariant and do not
involve the explicit use of the metric. They can be made dieomorphism invari-
ant by modifying the denition of star products following Kontsevich [5]. These
actions become dynamical by imposing constraints on the gauge eld strengths.
For some of the vacuum solutions, one of the gauge elds is identied with the
vielbein, and the theory becomes metric. This proposal works well in even di-
mensions, but in odd dimensions, no constraints can be imposed in such a way as
to preserve a smaller unitary group including the spin-connection generators of
SO(2n + 1). In odd dimensions, the only gravitational actions which are gener-
alizable to the noncommutative case are of the Chern-Simons type [31],[32], and
therefore are topological. Generalization is done by simply replacing ordinary
products with star products. There are many issues in this proposal that have
to be investigated. I will briefly mention some of them. First the constraints
have to be solved, both in the commutative and noncommutative cases. The
Seiberg-Witten map have also to be solved in presence of constraints and the
action determined to second order in θ in terms of the vielbein eaµ, bµ, aµ and
their derivatives. Secondly the Feynman propagators must be determined and
the renormalizability program carried out to study the noncommutative eects
on the divergences. Thirdly one must investigate the topological properties of
the Chern-Simons action including the instanton solutions, and to determine
whether it may be possible to obtain a phase where the gauge elds condense
into the metric and produce a dynamical rather than a topological phase. Fi-
nally one can study the supersymmetric version of these theories by considering
instead graded Lie-algebras.
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